Unit 1 Spelling Words

Unit 1, Week 1

1. gray  11. freedom
2. past  12. beast
3. afraid 13. speck
4. amaze 14. pretend
5. stain  15. shelf
6. glass  16. eager
7. raft  17. maybe
8. crayon 18. break
9. member 19. they
10. gleam 20. then

Unit 1, Week 2

1. brick  11. scold
2. chill  12. host
3. delight 13. enclose
4. decide 14. shock
5. witness 15. known
6. district 16. solve
7. sigh  17. member
8. remind 18. crayon
9. oatmeal 19. goes
10. fellow 20. going
Unit 1, Week 3

1. wood     11. berry
2. would    12. bury
3. creek    13. hole
4. creak    14. whole
5. heel     15. miner
6. heal     16. minor
7. right    17. chill
8. write    18. remind
9. meet     19. threw
10. meat    20. through

Unit 1, Week 4

1. stuck    11. juice
2. due      12. refuse
3. brush    13. jewel
4. rude     14. crumb
5. trust    15. avenue
6. dew      16. brunch
7. trunk    17. write
8. amuse    18. would
9. suit     19. always
10. tune    20. myself